Trapping reaction intermediates in macromolecular crystals for structural analyses.
The development of "time-resolved" crystallographic methods, including trapping of reaction intermediates and rapid data collection, allows the comparative study of discrete structural species formed during a macromolecular reaction, such as enzymatic catalysis, ribozyme cleavage, or a protein photocycle. The primary technical details that must be addressed in such studies are the reaction initiation, the accumulation of a specific reaction species throughout the crystal, the lifetime of that species and of the crystal under the experimental conditions, and the method used to collect X-ray data. Methods of reaction initiation range from substrate diffusion, which is appropriate for the visualization of very long-lived intermediates, to photolysis, which is appropriate for the accumulation of rate-limited species with half-lives ranging from milliseconds to nanoseconds. This review discusses various methods for initiating turnover in crystals and trapping rate-limiting species for structural studies.